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as for instance its brilliant redness, and makes it the sole
or at least the principal content of consciousness, entirely
detached from all the other admixtures alluded to above.
Abstract sensation is mainly suited to the artist. Like
every abstraction, it is a product of the differentiation of
function : hence there is nothing primordial about it The
primordial form of the function is always concrete, i.e.
blended (v. Archaism, and Concretism), Concrete sensa-
tion as such is a reactive phenomenon, while abstract
sensation, like every abstraction, is always linked up with
the will, i.e. the element of direction. The will that is
directed towards the abstraction of sensation is both the
expression and the activity of the esthetic sensational attitude.
Sensation is a prominent characteristic both in the
child and the primitive, in so far as it always predominates
over thinking1 and feeling, though not necessarily over
intuition. For I regard sensation as conscious, and in-
tuition as unconscious, perception. For me, sensation
and intuition represent a pair of opposites, or two mutually
compensating1 functions, like thinking and feeling. Think-
ing and feeling as independent functions are developed,
both ontogenetically and phylogenetically, from sensation
(and equally, of course, from intuition as the necessary
counterpart of sensation).
In so far as sensation is an elementary phenomenon,
it is something absolutely given, something that, in con-
trast to thinking and feeling, is not subject to the laws of
reason, I therefore term it an irrational (q*v.) function,
although reason contrives to assimilate a great number of
sensations into rational associations.
A man whose whole attitude is orientated by the prin-
ciple of sensation belongs to the sensation type (v> Types).
Normal sensations are proportionate, i,6, their value
approximately corresponds with the intensity of the
physical stimulus. Pathological sensations are dispro-

